
 
Who we are: 
GARENA VIETNAM 
www.garena.com 
 
"Aim to change people's lives by providing great experiments with Internet based services".  
This mission leads us to be the pioneer in e-sports and one of few technology companies 
providing e-payment & e-commerce platforms. Some key factors about us: 
- One of fastest-growing technology companies in Vietnam. 
- 1,000+ employees over 6 years of growing. 
- 50 points of Customer Service nationwide besides. 
  

We are looking talents for SENIOR/ iOS DEVELOPER for development team in HCM 

 
Job details: 
 

 Write clean and maintainable code with Objective-C/C++ 

 Fix bugs and implement new features when required 

 Discuss with Product Managers and highlight any concerns with current design and propose better 

solution 

 Perform proper unit testing before committing code 

 Responsible for codes committed under your name 

 Liaise with QA to ensure features and bugs are properly tested 

 

Requirements: 

 B.S or M.S Computer Science or equivalent working experience 

 B.S. Computer Science or related field 

 Excellent working attitude, problem solving, critical thinking and communication skills 

 Experience with building applications for the iPhone or iPad using Objective-C/C++ with Cocoa and 

other frameworks 

 Excellent knowledge of memory management in Cocoa 

 Knowledge of iOS SDK performance tools and optimization techniques 

 Excellent knowledge of programming concepts and object-oriented programming 

 (+) Familiar with Apple App Store submission procedure 

 (+) Familiar with Apple’s provisioning profiles and certificates 

 (+) Experience working in an Agile development process 

We offer: 

 Working with mobile apps for Vietnam market and experiment with high performance, 

optimization. 

 Open and dynamic working environment 

http://www.garena.com/


 
 Attractive income with year bonus. 

 Extra healthy activities and healthcare program. 

 Opportunity to onsite to Singapore 

If you’re interested in this opportunity, please just contact us at: minhluan.la@ved.com.vn  

mailto:minhluan.la@ved.com.vn

